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The work embodies a space in the seam between painting and sculpture, yet is made of fabric. It intersects 

sculptural forms and minimalist painting while referencing traditional fiber arts in an inceptive framework. It 

combines softness and transparency with the hardness of shaped and solid form. My work challenges the 

viewer to reconsider the artistic products associated with traditional feminine craft while referencing a 

masculine heritage. It exists in a state of duality that is familiar yet displaced and evokes conversations that 

examine perception and process. 

I am a color explorer and consider explorations into the fluid nature of color to be, in essence, an inquiry 

into our notions of truth. It is created through the activity of intense seeing and is a reflection of an 

exploration of the soul and the liminal relationships between truth, beauty, and identity. It is a 

subtly-energetic, continuous intersection of my bi-cultural heritage and I hope to encourage a 

discussion of identity construction as unconfined by ethnic or racial blending - rather, to explore an 

integration of gendered traits, a contrasted longing for urban and rural spaces, and acknowledgement 

of intersecting qualities. I long for identity to be simultaneous and poly-tonal rather than single-axis. 

I long for integration with the kinetic soul. 

 

The nature of my work is one of integration of tensions through the collapsing of genres, spaces, 

identities and norms, as well as the tensions that manifest in the sound of color created through 

vibration and dissonance and the songs they create in resolving these asymmetries. The work are Soul 

Umbra – icons materialized from the soul space. They are precise projections of the soul’s intentions 

that verbal language cannot articulate the edges of. The abstract is an expression of the soul; it is the 

opening into a space of softened possibilities that vibrate in living light on an expanding spectrum. I 

attempt to see into the depths of color and past outer distractions to meaning that resides within 

deconstructed forms, and to listen to the hum of murmuring color. The space in-between the colors is where 

the soul vibrates and all our notions of truth collapse into ambiguous and unresolved beauty. There are 

infinite intermediate colors on the color spectrum to explore and development of colorsight into un-enclosed 

perception. I hold joy in integration of intersections and awe when contrived boundaries become permeable. 

 

 


